TURCO® MULSIREX
MULTI-PURPOSE EMULSION CLEANER
DESCRIPTION:
TURCO MULSIREX is a clear, amber liquid developed to remove greases, lube oils, road dirt and shop
soils from engines, engine parts, frames, wheels, sheet metal, storage tanks, railroad equipment,
automotive equipment and plant machinery by spray, immersion and spray washing methods.
TURCO MULSIREX can be diluted with petroleum solvents or diesel fuel, depending upon the type of soil
encountered and the method of removal.
TURCO MULSIREX is free of chlorinated hydrocarbons, phenols and chromate. TURCO MULSIREX can
be used on ferrous and nonferrous metals as well as painted surfaces when used as directed.
FEATURES:
TURCO MULSIREX offers these features:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Supplied in readily soluble liquid form
Can be diluted with petroleum solvents or diesel fuel to meet specific cleaning needs
Applied by conventional pressure spray systems
Suitable for use in immersion and spray washers
Readily rinsed from parts with cold water, high pressure water or steam
Concentrate has a flash point of 75°C, TCC Method

USE INSTRUCTIONS:
Equipment: Tanks and spray equipment can be fabricated from mild steel or stainless steel.
Spray Method: Add 1 part of TURCO MULSIREX to 7 to 10 parts of petroleum solvent or diesel fuel
using either siphon or pressure pot methods. Spray entire surface to be cleaned and let stand 5 to 15
minutes. Rinse with high pressure water or steam cleaner.
Immersion Method: For removal of heavy accumulations of oil and greases from engine parts, add 1
part TURCO MULSIREX to 15 parts of kerosene or diesel fuel. For removal of light soils, add 1 part
TURCO MULSIREX to 25 parts of kerosene or diesel fuel.
Spray Washers: Premix a solution, consisting of 1 part of TURCO MULSIREX to 8 parts of petroleum
solvent. Add 2 parts of the TURCO MULSIREX/solvent mixture to 100 parts of water.
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Rinsing: Rinse parts with high pressure water or steam.
NOTE: Ferrous parts should be protected to prevent flash rusting. Your TURCO Sales Engineer can
recommend a suitable rust preventive based upon your production and storage requirements.
DISPOSAL INFORMATION:
Dispose of spent solution per local, state and regional regulations.
SAFETY DATA SHEET for additional disposal information.

Refer to

TURCO MATERIAL

WARNING! Causes skin or eye irritation. Harmful if swallowed.
TURCO MULSIREX contains petroleum distillate, pine oil and sulfonate. Avoid contact with eyes, skin
and clothing. Do not take internally. Use with adequate (equivalent to outdoor) ventilation. Do not spray
in closed or confined areas or near sources of ignition, such as cutting and welding torches and open
flames.
Protective clothing, such as a chemical face shield or goggles and gloves, made from solvent resistant
materials should be worn when mixing and using this material. A NIOSH-approved respirator should be
worn during mist conditions.
Transport and store material in closed containers at a temperatures between 0°C and 45°C.
Before using this product refer to container label and TURCO MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET for
additional precautionary, handling and first aid information.
NOTICE:
The above information and recommendations concerning this product are based upon our laboratory tests and field
use experience with this or similar products. However, since conditions of actual use are beyond our control, any
recommendations or suggestions are made without warranty, express or implied. Manufacturer's and seller's sole
obligation shall be to replace that portion of the product shown to be defective. Neither shall be liable for any loss,
damage, or injury, direct or consequential, arising out of the use of this product.
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